EZ Fastener Installation-Requires access behind mounting surface

Note: Standard on sizes 3"-5"
Mount with provided concealed EZ Fastener
Optional on sizes 6"-24"
1. Insert the FDMR into the ceiling.
2. Fasten the FDMR into the ceiling using the mounting screws.
3. Insert the ANF/ANR into the FDMR. Rotate the ANF/ANR until it locks into the place. The "U" tabs should fit around the tightening screws.
4. Tighten using a Phillips screw driver.

Optional on sizes 6"-24'
1. Insert the concealed mounting ring into the duct.
2. Fasten the concealed mounting ring into the duct using the mounting screws.
3. Insert the ANF/ANR into the concealed mounting ring. Rotate the ANF/ANR until it locks into the place. The "U" tabs should fit around the tightening screws.
4. Tighten using a Phillips screwdriver.

Note: Standard on sizes 6"-24" mount with provided concealed mounting ring.